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About This Game

Beyond the City VR

“Beyond the City VR " is a tower defense game. Come and join the ongoing war, play the role of the commander & soldiers to
resist the invaders in an open world. Choose between multiple powerful tower and unique epic skill! With the wide variety of

towers we can create our own perfect strategy. Enjoy a visually stunning tower defense game in VR world.
  There're two 2 mode for experience----- 1st is macro layout defense tower and 2nd is FPS micro-operation

 Play Mode:
1 The commander role | Strategy level

  Global macro layout overview of the map and fully take use of the resource in hand. 1st, we play as the role of commander to
arrange the tower power on the map. 3 different type of towers are available in demo version, each of them can be upgraded by

using money in game, with diversity attack mode.
2 The Soldiers role | Tactics level

  FPS micromanagement, once the layout is completed, the player steps into the tower (Archer Tower/ Magic Tower/ Turret) to
manipulate the weapon to against the invader. No mercy.

  With the progress of the game, the invaders have multiple waves of attack, the swordsman, the priest, WM warriors, and
summoned forest demon.

  Shooting with bows and arrows, using magic wand cast, or artillery bombing? Up to you!
  Come on to scavenge any threats from the enemy.:)
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 We are still working on it and keep updating monthly based on ur comments, many
thanks.

 Mail http://Btcgo@sina.com

 Weibo http://Weibo.com/littlev1
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Title: Beyond the City VR
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie, Strategy, Early Access
Developer:
成都小微云联 LittleV
Publisher:
成都小微云联 LittleV
Release Date: 31 Jan, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 SP1, Windows 8.1, Windows 10

Processor: Intel® i5-4590 / AMD FX 8350

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA® GeForce® GTX 970 / AMD Radeon™ RX 480

DirectX: Version 10

Storage: 1 GB available space

English,Simplified Chinese
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beyond the city vr ps4. beyond the city vr

Actually a very impressive DLC. It adds a new mode with Dreadnought and it is very good an it brings a new wind to the game.
But there is one big problem - there is not enought people to play it. It is practically impossible to find a match now. Only
chance is to setup a game with your friends.. it's not a good game tbh.. Is there Xbox controller support?

I purchased it to hone my controller skills and was disappointed I could not seem to get it to fully work with the controller.

Any chance it will happen in a future update?
. You actually fly around, glide, ski on mountains !!. That's the Mang0.. Sorry but this is well before early access. Firstly, when
you press to move forward you move 2 steps, which is annoying. The stepping issue actually effects the gameplay because of the
tight spaces the player is in. Some of the sounds are just straight up pulled from bioshock, whcih is strange. The door opening
sound throws you out of the gaming experience and into AIM nostalgia. I stopped recording because I ran out of battery and just
started stumbling around and could not see anything. Ran out of battery at 39% which does not seem quite right. In its current
state it seems that not only is it not worth the money but it will most likely not drastically improve. Seems that the snapshots
shown were nitpicked and do not give an accurate representation. Getting a refund and would not reccomend.

Edit: And one other thing. The flashlight is so wonkey. It is so small, you are able to make it bigger but the second you get close
to something the flashlight goes away.. I can't recommend this game after playing other GP games and Ride 2 - why?

+ gameplay and physics are nice, but that's it for me
+ a GTX 1070 can handle this game at maxxed setting 1080p allways at 120fps

- graphics are blurry af even with motion blurr and ( the crappy UE4 ) AA turned off
- getting rid of the blurr needs 4k downsampling ( 200% resolution slider ) which drops my fps from 120fps solid to 50-55fps
and in menus even down to 30 fps (?!)
- sharpness difference of sharp rendered menu parts ( player / bike ) vs blurry fonts hurts eyes and brain
- cutscenes and replays look utterly bad, because everthing is drowning in blurr and depth of field ( never seen such a bad
implementation of DoF in a game )
- sound seems to be 1:1 from MotoGP 17 (?!)

So yes - my issues are mostly the graphics issues but i like my games sharp and detailed.
And looking at this blurred bike simulator 2018 is not a joy right now.. I really like the game, it's like a portal 2D \/ Om, very
simple and addictive. Also, I really enjoyed minimalistic interface, you can start playing without reading any single word, so
awesome, I hate long boring tutorials.. Exelent Game
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Fun puzzle platformer where you earn clones of yourself as you go on and can use them to solve various puzzles by turning them
into stepping stones or combining with them, etc.. nice game for blind gamers. Didn't see that this game wasn't supported for
Windows 10 until after I'd installed and tried to play it. None of the videos would play, the sound is low even though I had it
turned all the way up, and some of the gameplay graphics were glitchy.
 Pity, it looked right up my alley.. This is a promising early access game. For $6, it is a fun stand and shoot game (although you
can dodge and move around your zone a bit, of course). Surely the design of robots in a western style town is an interesting and
refreshing concept. This is a brief summary, but as of now I would consider this game worth the $6, and I've already seen some
additions since I bought the game. The weapons are unique and fit the style well, and the actual gameplay and design works.. A
bit easy, short. But well executed, pretty, and good enough for such a small price.. \u0644\u0639\u0628\u0629
\u062a\u0633\u062a\u0627\u0647\u0644 \u0643\u0644 \u062f\u0642\u064a\u0642\u0647 \u0627\u0630\u0627
\u0627\u0646\u062a \u062a\u062d\u0628 \u0634\u063a\u0644 \u0627\u0644\u0639\u0627\u0628
\u0627\u0644\u0639\u0635\u0627\u0628\u0627\u062a. This is a fun little game for $1. The controles are tough, but thats the
fun of the game. I played for a few minuets and moved on. Navigating the game is kind of anoying. Lots of double and tripple
clicks to start or go anyplace. 5/10 overal, so its a weak thumbs up.. She has beautifull AA defend If you have friend who play
aircraft carrier you should buy it
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